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✔
Indiana University–Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW) is by name, history, and practice a
community-based and -focused institution. Created “to meet the higher education needs of
northeast Indiana” at the request of local community leaders, IPFW is dedicated to “work[ing]
with the community to develop intellectual, cultural, economic, and human resources.” IPFW
lives this community mission broadly through free community events, innovative outreach
programs, academic degrees developed with local industry, intensive regional development
collaborations. Our vision is to be nationally recognized for the “regional impact” of our
academic programs, research and scholarship, and community partnerships.
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✔
Reflecting the many ways that IPFW carries out its community mission, community awards
and recognition occur at multiple levels and for multiple kinds of engagement activities. At
the campus level, IPFW sponsors three $1500 awards -- the "IPFW Faculty/Staff Community
Engagement Award", the "IPFW Department Community Engagement Program Award", and
the "IPFW Student Organization Community Engagement Award” to recognize "outstanding
leadership of a community engagement activity as measured by impact on the community."
Recipients are selected from campus nominations by the Community Engagement Council
and are presented at the Fall Convocation. The faculty/staff award replaces a bonus program
of one-time merit awards recently discontinued by Purdue University for financial reasons.
From 2004-2008 IPFW annually awarded $200,000 (in $500-$3000 award levels) to an
average of 138 faculty and staff in recognition of outstanding contributions toward
advancing the goals of the IPFW strategic plan, including “establishing a new and effective”
community collaborations. The student organization award builds on the current Student
Organization of the Year Award given by the Office of Student Life.
Specific dimensions of IPFW’s community mission are reflected in the awards of individual
campus offices and departments. The Division of Continuing Studies, for example, gives an
annual “Faculty Star” award for exceptional commitment to community-based students,
many off-campus or online. Faculty work with the community is recognized in the faculty
service awards given by five of the six academic colleges and several departments. Faculty
and staff participation in outreach is recognized by the Regional Science Olympiad and
Engineering’s K-12 Outreach Office. Students are recognized for community-course
engagement by the Special Studies in International Business Administration project which
designates participants as “Bill Lawson Scholars”. Campus Ministries recognizes students
who participate in international or local community service projects at awards banquets and
in newsletters.
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IPFW’s Community Advisory council (1/3 appointed by each parent university, 1/3 by
community members) meets quarterly to advise the Chancellor on community perceptions of
IPFW’s operations and future development. Community members on the Strategic Planning
council provide a public perspective on progress and development. Campus offices such as
Community Relations and the Division of Continuing Studies (DCS) commission community
surveys to assess how the community evaluates IPFW’s effectiveness. The Chancellor also
consults with civic and business/leaders through informal meetings and planned gatherings
around specific topics.
In 2009 IPFW’s institutional re-accreditation team surveyed and interviewed community leaders
regarding IPFW’s relationships with its local constituencies. The survey results are reported in
Ch. 5, Engagement and Service of the Self-Study (See http://www.ipfw.edu/accreditation/self-
study/ipfw-hlc-self-study.pdf). An impressive 96% agreed that IPFW “is committed to meeting
the higher education needs of NE Indiana and working with the community to develop its
intellectual, economic, and human resources.” 92% agreed that IPFW makes a conscientious
effort to understand community needs; 89% that their organization was satisfied with the
results of working with IPFW.
All six academic colleges and several departments have community advisory committees
composed of significant donors, representatives of key employers in related businesses, and
alumni. These groups provide continuous feedback on the perception of IPFW in the
community. Departments with community-based practicum or clinical placements also
measure community perceptions through their close associations with agency partners.
DCS collects community opinion of IPFW through participation and evaluations. More than 90%
of respondents to recent surveys of General Studies graduates, participants in professional
development courses, teachers in dual-credit or multi-media support training classes, for
example, rated their IPFW experience as excellent/good at meeting or exceeding expectations
and would recommend it to others.
More informally, but perhaps most telling, 80% of IPFW graduates who remain in the region
frequently attend campus events, participate in campus programs, and initiate campus-
community collaborations to enhance the economic and cultural quality of life of the region.
Many IPFW faculty and staff serve on local non-profit boards, providing myriad opportunities for
assessment of community perceptions and gathering ideas about how IPFW might contribute
to advance mutual interests.
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The following examples of new/improved academic programs and services illustrate that the
community perceives IPFW as a valuable community partner:
The new chairs/directors, academic programs, and research centers in Systems Engineering
and Wireless Technology are the direct result of collaboration between IPFW and the local
defense industry. Eight local engineering firms contributed funding or other support toward a
Center in Systems Engineering. Their representatives helped write the position description,for
and selection of the center’s director and have been involved in designing and delivering
training for several hundred local engineers. The Wireless Technology Center’s evolution is
similar. Local engineering firms were already collaborating with IPFW faculty on improving
regional emergency communication capacity. This effort led to conversations about the need
for a permanent teaching/research center on wireless technology, blending local engineering
and IPFW faculty expertise. Again, industry partners have participated in funding, designing,
hiring, and overseeing the new initiative.
IPFW’s contacts in the health community through the Allen County Health Disparities Coalition
led to a partnership to lease space in the Lafayette Street Medical Center in downtown Fort
Wayne to offer outreach programs and services to underserved populations while providing
learning experiences for students. Thus began a collaboration that has resulted first in the
Northeast Indiana Area Health Education Center (NEI-AHEC), a grant funded health career
outreach project that began in 2005 and now engages more 2,500 students annually. In 2007,
the Title IX-funded IPFW Lafayette Street Women’s Health Clinic opened to provide free and
low cost health care to women and families. Next, the IPFW Lafayette Street Dental Clinic was
added to provide preventive oral care. IPFW faculty and students benefit from the educational
and research opportunities; the patients receive needed care; and the partners continue to
collaborate on more ideas for improving local health services.
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✔
IPFW emphasizes community engagement in all marketing materials, including:
A primary links on IPFW’s homepage (http://ipfw.edu) is “Community and Visitors”—extensive
information and links to community-focused resources, like topics and biographies of
“Speakers and Experts” and IPFW’s “Featured Faculty” (annually selected for the community
relevance of their research). The site also links to IPFW’s 16 Centers of Excellence which
combine teaching, research, and engagement strengths on topics “useful to the
community” (e.g. archaeology, survey research, k-12 education, systems engineering, wireless
technology, Indiana politics, pension management); to the online resources, reference
assistance, and resources for business and industry through Helmke Library; and to Walb
Student Union food services, recreation facilities, and scheduling.
The IPFW homepage also highlights special public events (such as Riverfest which attracted
10,000 visitors) featuring educational programs, recreational activities, and special celebrations
considered critical to building community awareness.
Continuing Studies distributes 200,000 catalogs regionally to publicize online courses and
degree programs including the Bachelors in General Studies, professional development
training, the on-campus Small Business Development Center, professional certifications, and
personal enrichment.
To reach a wider audience, the Chancellor hosts a monthly “Discover IPFW” program and the
Dean of Visual and Performing Arts hosts “Arts Weekly” on the local PBS Channel 39 (located on
IPFW property) and rebroadcast on Cable Access (housed on-campus).
IPFW’s annual reports to 1200 donors and community leaders highlight community
engagement accomplishments, recently leading with the headline “80% of graduates stay in
the area” to demonstrate IPFW’s strong community base.
University Relations and Communications issues press releases, media ads, and radio spots on
IPFW’s community engagement activities, such as the recent announcement, of the new Three
Rivers Language Center to preserve regional native languages.
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Chancellor Wartell has made community engagement the hallmark of his 15-year tenure. He is
a regular speaker at area clubs, business organizations, economic development events,
chambers of commerce, professional associations, community groups, and networking
programs. At events he focuses on IPFW’s community involvement, citing examples of special
on-campus community events, educational programming developed through community
collaboration, and new partnerships that “make these advances possible.” Many talks lead to
new partnerships. Wartell also serves on many local nonprofit boards, from the philharmonic
to the public safety academy, both of which developed into significant campus partnerships.
He has been particularly effective at seeking out ways that IPFW can contribute to regional
development, initiating multi-member collaborations tackling education, economic
development, and community planning. He was instrumental, for example, in bringing IPFW
into a regional consortium that received a multi-million dollar grant from the Lilly Foundation
for regional economic development.
Beyond Indiana, Wartell serves on the Army Science Board and consults with the Defense
Intelligence Agency. He has used his local and national contacts to develop a strong working
relationship between IPFW and the local defense industry, resulting in a chair in Systems
Engineering and the new Wireless Technology Center.
He and two members of his executive staff have been designated by the governor as a
“Sagamore of the Wabash”, the State of Indiana’s highest public service distinction. These two
executives have also received prestigious local awards for women in community leadership
and service. Other senior executives and academic deans exemplify IPFW’s community mission
by playing important public service roles in the region, serving as officers in nonprofits and on
foundations and volunteering to lead important public events. Often, as modeled by the
Chancellor, these relationships develop into meaningful collaborations that result in creative
solutions to regional concerns.
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As a result of the self-study process leading to this application, the Chancellor appointed a
Community Engagement Council (CEC) in April 2010 to provide needed campus-level
coordination of community engagement at IPFW. Our broad community agenda had produced
many fine programs along many dimensions, but we lacked campus-level coordination. The new
CEC is chaired by the Associate Vice Chancellor for Engagement and composed of representatives
from community-focused offices and programs. It now meets monthly to share information, assess
effectiveness, coordinate planning, oversee the Community Engagement Database, administer the
campus-level community awards, promote the scholarship of engagement, develop more
coordinated reporting, and undertake other initiatives to advance IPFW’s community engagement
mission.
Given the decentralization of community engagement at IPFW, activities are coordinated along
multiple dimensions by multiple offices. The Office of University Engagement, for example, brings
together the resources of IPFW, Indiana University, and Purdue University to “build the future of
northeast Indiana” by providing research, technical assistance, seminars, conferences, corporate
training, internships, classroom research, and outreach programming. Much of the community-
based research at IPFW is coordinated through the 16 Centers of Excellence designed to “provide
services useful to the Fort Wayne area” in areas of academic strength (see www.ipfw.edu/centers).
The School of Business coordinates an extensive Curricular Connection program of in-class
projects proposed by local businesses. The Office of Academic Internships, Co-operative
Education, and Service Learning coordinates and supports these important student-community
based learning opportunities. Beyond the classroom, the Office of Career Services coordinates
student volunteer services, placement, and career-related internships. Overseeing IPFW’s
extension activities, the Division of Continuing Studies coordinates the delivery of all off-campus
and off-schedule academic courses and all professional development and corporate training and
spearheads many community educational collaborations.
Outreach programming is diverse and includes the Northeast Indiana Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math Education Resource Center, a partnership of 29 regional public and private
institutions and agencies based at IPFW sponsors STEM-related education activities throughout NE
Indiana. On campus, IPFW-sponsored STEM- related activities are coordinated through the ETCS
K-12 Outreach Center, performing arts classes are coordinated by the Community Arts Academy
and minority outreach efforts, including Upward Bound and Summer Bridge by the Office of
Diversity and Minority Affairs Given this diversity, no matter its vitality, the new CEC will bring
needed focus and direction to our community engagement efforts.
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An estimated $1.5 million in permanent funding is allocated to CE-related offices and
activities to fund staff and, operations. DCS retains half of its $6 million income for staff/
operations. IPFW also provides on-campus housing/utilities to eight local arts non-profits at
an estimated annual cost of more than $200,000.
IPFW attracts $7 million+ in external grants to support community engagement activities,
including:
The Archaeological Survey provides cultural resource management and research-based
archeological services across Indiana, the Great Lakes, and the Ohio Valley. The survey receives
up to $800,000/year in contracts for Section 106, museums, and local historical society projects
to collect, document and interpret cultural resources. From 2005-07, the survey ran an NSF-
funded Research Experience for Undergraduates at Strawtown, Indiana, where the survey still
works with the Hamilton County Parks Department on research and public education
programs.
The Behavioral Health & Family Studies Institute receives over $500,000 a year to coordinate
Indiana’s Suicide Prevention Coalition, establishing suicide prevention councils of local
agencies and groups and offering suicide prevention/intervention training throughout
Indiana, focusing primarily on preventing suicide among Hoosier teenagers.
The on-campus NE Indiana Small Business Development Center, is funded by $186,000 in
grants from the Indiana Economic Development Corporation, Small Business Administration,
and Indiana Small Business Development Center. The center surpassed its state goals for 2009
with 31 start-ups and exceeded the state average for capital infusion. All center programs are
marketed and delivered through Continuing Studies.
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The Office of Development, Research, and External Support and IPFW’s legislative liaisons
pursue funding for CE activities through state allocations and private donations. Examples:
-IPFW received a $1.5 million initial state allocation as a founding partner in the Northeast
Indiana Innovation Center (NIIC), a high-tech start-up incubator on IPFW land. The partnership
received an additional $5 million in state funding for expansion.
-A successful capital campaign’s contributions were principally from local donors who support
IPFW’s community mission, notably $5 million from the Rhinehart family for the music building
and recital hall and $2.5 million from Ione Auer for the performance hall. These facilities are
used by local and campus groups for lectures and performances. The locally-funded and well-
attended Omnibus Lecture series ($410,000 grant from the English, Bonter, Mitchell
Foundation) is held in the Auer Performance Hall.
-Development helps smaller projects attract funding. Since 2006, the Japanese Saturday
School, a collaboration with local Japanese businesses, has provided educational
programming to local Japanese children who will return to Japanese school systems, a support
system for Japanese families during American assignments, and Japanese courses for area
adults. The Japanese government, the Economic Development Alliance, and local business
donors fund the school.
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-The most comprehensive campus-level mechanism is the Community Engagement Database
(CED), the newly launched web-based survey of community engagement at IPFW. Beginning
this year, all campus units are required to enter details about community and on-campus
partner(s), funding, partner benefit, assessment, and any publications and presentations for
each community engagement activity on an annual basis. Entries are further defined as
curricular, research/consultation, or outreach/service. A final “volunteerism” category captures
individual faculty and staff involvement with community organizations. The new Community
Engagement Council will oversee the evolution of the CED, using it as a resource reporting,
assessment and planning. Although the database only became operable in May 2010, it already
contains more than 700 entries.
-Prior to the development of the CED, academic college/school annual reports tracked their
community engagement activities in separate “Community Engagement” section that identified
community partners, activities, and metrics on impact and listed the community board service
of faculty and staff. Academic departments also require faculty to submit annual activity reports
that include a section on community engagement activities.
- Continuing Studies monitors all distance and off-campus courses, and professional
development, continuing teacher development, and corporate training courses and outreach
programs at sites in Warsaw, the Public Safety Academy, and Kendallville.
-Other outreach offices such as Engineering’s K-12 Outreach, the NE Indiana STEM Center,
Upward Bound, the Area Health Education Center, the Small Business Development Center,
-The Office of Engagement tracks community contacts and agreements for technical assistance,
class-based projects, and regional development collaboration
-The Office of Research and External Support tracks the community engagement activities of
the Centers of Excellence through annual reports.
-The Office of Academic Internships, Co-ops, and Service Learning tracks experiential learning
opportunities on campus.
-The Doermer School of Business tracks class-based community projects through its Curricular
Connection program; the College of Engineering tracks community-based senior design
projects for both annual report and accreditation reports.
-The Office of Student Life tracks the community service activities of student organizations and
the Office of Career Services tracks student volunteerism.
-Academic departments with significant internship/clinical requirements such as Teacher
Education, Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Human Services and Music Therapy track and evaluate
student performance and student/agency satisfaction, often in collaboration with community
agency partners.
-The University participates in the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) on a cyclical
basis to gauge overall student participation in engagement activities.
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✔
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 Examples of how tracking data is used:
Campus units use tracking data to evaluate faculty and staff performance and to assess and
enhance program effectiveness. Examples of how the data is used include:
-Academic departments use engagement and service information in salary, merit, promotion,
and tenure decisions for faculty and staff and to assess program effectiveness. Since many
faculty can and do base their case promotion and tenure on “service,” this data is a critical
source of evidence for advancement.
-The Office of Engagement (OE) closely monitors its community contacts, including those
involving class or senior design projects. In response to client and student concerns about the
lack of follow-through during community-class projects, for example, OE provided staff support
for faculty, students, and business partners from project pre-qualification through to final
student presentation. This individual is the focus for ongoing collaboration between all project
participants to ensure timely and effective completion.
-The Office of Student Life uses a student organization event database to track and evaluate
how to encourage and support student-led community events. Based on a recent review, the
office added a requirement that student organizations must conduct an evaluation of any
community event. Sample formats and instructions were added to the student organization
handbook and evaluation training was added to the training program for student organization
leaders.
-Based on enrollment and student evaluation data, Continuing Studies expanded its site in
Warsaw, Indiana, home to a large cluster of biomedical industries. IPFW-Warsaw now offers
courses and programs to more than 1,500 students a year and has been a catalyst for
community-based research collaboration in business and engineering. Such efforts spark other
ideas. One led to a Warsaw company contributing prototyping equipment that became the
catalyst, in turn, for the development of the joint engineering, business, and graphic arts Center
for Industrial Innovation and Design.
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In community-based course evaluations, students cite the positive impact of integrating
classroom learning and real-life problem-solving.
Co-op student: “Working in a lab with real projects has been invaluable to my learning both at
work and in school.”
Curriculum Connection students: ‘It stretches the students’ minds to take the principles we have
learned and implement them in business situations” and “I am developing immensely in all
facets of business on a daily basis in ways that cannot be obtained in the classroom.”
Service-learning student who helped a hospice patient write her memoirs: It “helped me
discover what it’s like to be an aging person, facing death more squarely, and yet still preserving
a sense of self, vitality, and excitement about life.”
Graphic arts intern: “I learned how to communicate effectively with clients, work through
obstacles, manage my time better, and increase by knowledge, not just in the working field, but
also in my degree.”
The 2006 NSSE data suggested that IPFW needs increase the number of students involved in
such learning experiences. One new initiative includes a community-based participation
requirement for the First Year Experience, a practice which also supports the “Sense of
Community” component of IPFW’s Baccalaureate Framework.
HERI faculty satisfaction survey 2006 vs. 2008 results suggest attitudes about community
engagement are changing. Faculty who list “instilling in students a commitment to community
service” as a “very important” or “essential” goal for undergraduates increased from 35.5% to
62.3% (+26.8), placing IPFW faculty above 2008 national norms. Faculty scored well above 2008
norms in agreeing that “to create and sustain partnerships with surrounding communities” is a
“high/highest” institutional priority. Faculty agreeing that “colleges should be actively involved
in solving social problems” increased 11.8 points from 2002–08; recognition that “most students
are strongly committed to community service” increased 12.6 points. Faculty perception of both
institutional and student community engagement goals is shifting. Concerning research, IPFW
faculty scored above national norms on using their scholarship to address local community
needs (59.7% vs. 53.2%). Faculty agreement that “to facilitate student involvement in
community service” is a high/highest institutional priority increased 13.1, but remained below
national norms. Similarly, the agreement that “many courses involve students in community
service” increased 8.1, but remained below national norms. The data suggest that investment in
community research support was successful, but IPFW must do more to support community-
based learning.
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The 2009 community leader survey and interviews administered as part of IPFW’s Self-Study for
HLC re-accreditation investigated IPFW’s community impact. (Relevant to the value of
community-based education, the project was completed by an MBA class on Consumer
Behavior.) 96% agreed that “IPFW is committed to meeting the higher education needs of
Northeast Indiana and working with the community to develop its intellectual, cultural,
economic, and human resources.” Questions about IPFW’s responsiveness to community needs,
relevance of its academic programs, and how well it upholds organizational integrity and
enhances economic growth earned 80% or better agreement.
The more often a respondent interacted with IPFW, the greater their satisfaction—93% agreed
“my organization/community has benefited from IPFW programs such as continuing education,
outreach/engagement, or customized training.” In response to questions about areas for
improvement, respondents listed greater communication about university resources first
(ranking email and internet newsletters as preferred media), internships second, and more
professional master’s and doctoral programs, more lecture series,and more certification
programs third. Interviewees confirmed survey results, adding that access to talented human
resources was of greatest benefit to organizations and that IPFW needed to do more to
publicize its resources.
The Office of Engagement (OE) demonstrates institutional impact through infrastructure
development. The OE is a partnership between IU, Purdue, IPFW, and the community to
coordinate and expand university engagement in regional economic and workforce
development. OE provides a single point of contact for publicizing and facilitating community
access to the combined research capacities, technical expertise, student projects, intellectual
property, education services, and intern/co-op/student hiring of all three institutions. In turn OE
represents regional business and industry in the development and enhancement of university
programs. From 2006-09, OE had 334 corporate and community contacts, held follow-up
discussions with 197, and completed university engagements with142 (more than 40%)—an
outstanding record. Notable accomplishments include an increase in Technical Assistance
Projects (up to 87), 15 class projects in business and engineering, collaborative submissions to
various development grant programs, 4 research and technical assistance agreements with
regional industry, collaboration with local industry to offer a Project Management Certificate, 6
major regional economic development events/workshops, and successful involvement with the
regional cluster-based economic development proposal to the Lilly TOPS 2015 grant as a
member of the Northeast Indiana Defense Industry Association.
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✔
Information gathered from assessment of community perceptions and needs (I.A.3), tracking
current activities (I.B.3a), and measures of impact (I. B. 3c) provides a rich resource for campus-
wide CE development. Besides previously noted examples, the following show how IPFW uses
assessment information for program expansion and improvement.
The Department of Music and long-time partner Sweetwater Sound (local, internationally-
known recording instrumentation company) share the cost of a new position to develop a
bachelor’s degree in Music Technology. The Sweetwater collaboration grew over time from
providing recording instructors to collaborating on equipment for the new Performance Hall to
co-funding a position in order to increase education and research opportunities.
Teacher Education’s ongoing and extensive student teacher assessment resulted in formally
involving P-12 teachers and administrators in the annual “Portfolio Review” days to help
evaluate graduating students’ required teaching portfolios.
In response to increased community use of campus facilities, a “Special Events Coordinator” was
hired in 2008 to supervise event scheduling, support, and operations. IPFW hosts over 2,000
non-campus events annually.
Because of its long partnership with the Allen County History Center to digitize important
regional history documents, IPFW’s Helmke Library was recently part of a community coalition
funded by PBS (only one of 5 first-round grants) to produce the “We Shall Remain” events to
deepen public understanding of local Native history.
Longtime local partner Lincoln Financial Group asked IPFW help meet a need for professional
development in the important pension plan management industry. The resulting Pension Plan
Management Institute was launched in 2007 to support national pension plan reform with
professional education, certification, and industry research and is a collaboration with Lincoln,
the American Society of Pension Professionals and Actuaries, the Indiana Economic
Development Cooperation, and the Fort Wayne-Allen County Economic Development Alliance.
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✔
“Expanding community partnerships” is one of the foundation initiatives “essential to the
accomplishment of the university’s mission” in IPFW’s 2008 strategic plan. Goal 3 (of 3) is to
“Contribute to the Development of the Northeast Indiana Region” through “educational,
cultural, and recreational opportunities for community audiences of all ages and … projects
with regional businesses that improve their sustainability and competitiveness. Targeted
projects are built upon active communication with the community, an entrepreneurial spirit,
and cooperative investments.”
Related “Strategic Directions” build on the accomplishments of the 2001 strategic plan and
focus on “engaging the community with the campus, providing expertise and services
throughout the region, and enhancing economic development.” These community goals are
reflected in the plans of schools/colleges. For example,. the School of Business “strives for
excellence in business education and achievement in supporting regional economic
development”; the College of Arts and Sciences “seeks to make itself a vital resource for
business, industry, public and private education, the arts, and government in NE Indiana”; and
the College of Health and Human Services ‘”identifies and addresses the ever-changing health
and hospitality needs of the community served by IPFW through service, leadership, and the
development of knowledge.”
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Professional development support for faculty, staff, and students involved in community
engagement is widespread across the campus. Examples:
The Office of Academic Internships, Co-operative Education and Service Learning (OACS)
maintains a website linking to state/national resources on service learning and collaborates
with the Center for the Enhancement of Learning and Teaching (CELT) to offer workshops by
experts such as Dr. Patti H. Clayton, a nationally known authority on the scholarship of
engagement.
CELT sponsors a CASTL (Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning) to
encourage faculty scholarship on teaching, with a special focus on community-classroom
projects, and has partnered with Office of Research to offer a paid SoLT Fellowship to support
faculty research on engagement learning.
The Office of Academic Affairs offers workshops and resource materials for faculty who want to
base a promotion or tenure case on community engagement and provides extensive
information about appropriate rubrics, documentation, and presentation through its website.
The Distance Education Coordinating Council provides grants, instructional design and
technical support for faculty to develop online courses and has partnered with CELT and
Continuing Studies to train and financially support faculty in using the “Quality Matters”
standards to improve online teaching.
Office of Engagement staff work directly with individual faculty and staff in developing
technical assistance contracts and in monitoring/supporting community-based projects in the
classroom.
Research and External Support provide individual consultation and provides support from
writing through grant administration to faculty applying for community engagement funding.
The Office of Student Life structures its student leadership training program around the model
of “Self>Organization>Community” and provide staff support and “How To” guidelines for
planning a community event in the Student Organization Handbook.
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✔
In addition to the community “voice” present in community advisory councils (I.A.3.) IPFW
attains input from multiple community voices through special events/surveys. Examples:
The Office of Academic Internships, Co-op, and Service Learning hosted Campus Compact-
funded “Listening to Communities” events in 2006 and 2009 (in partnership with the Univ. of
Saint Francis) to discuss the criteria for successful service learning experiences.
Continuing Studies staff consult with local business groups to determine needs and priorities,
commissioned regional surveys to determine the continuing education needs of regional
adults, and collaborated with academic programs to administer specific surveys. A survey sent
to area P-12 teachers and administrators to determine program needs and delivery priorities
resulted in the accelerated masters in Educational Leadership and a new doctoral program
proposal.
The Centers of Excellence consult regularly with their partners. The Three River Language
Center, holds conferences and seminars with local Miami, Potawatomi, and Shawnee tribes. The
Human Rights Institute publishes the proceedings of an annual conference, bringing together
local and national groups on human rights issues. The “Herp” Center director sits on the
Midwest Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (PARC) board that collaborates with
states on wetlands management, and Center for the Build Environment staff present and
collaborate on regional green construction events and projects.
IPFW is a member of the Fort Wayne Higher Education Consortium which assembles area higher
education leaders to develop ways to enhance inter-university collaboration, e.g. cross-
enrollment policies, articulation agreements, and the Area Deans Teaching Conference that
attracts over 250 faculty annually.
The Office of Diversity and Minority Affairs (ODMA) consults with local minority group leaders to
set plans and priorities. One outcome is the “Scholar-in-Residence” position that places IPFW
minority students in the community to do research to preserve local Afro-American history.
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 A review of faculty searches for the last two years shows that the following departments, sorted
by College/School, include reference to community-based activities in position descriptions:
Arts and Sciences: Psychology, Women’s Studies; Business: Management; Education: Special
Education, Elementary Education; Engineering: Construction Engineering Technology and
Interior Design; Health and Human Services: Radiography, Nursing, Dental Education, Human
Services, Hospitality Management; Library: Librarian; Public and Environmental Affairs; Visual
and Performing Arts: Art Education, Art History, Music Technology, Director of Choral Studies,
Computer Animation, Graphic Design, and Theater.
Examples of specific wording: “provide direct patient care for clients of clinic” (Nursing);
“provide service to the…community” (Educational Studies); “additional responsibilities will
include...service to …the community (such as community outreach programs)” (Art Education);
“service to the …community and civic engagement” (Public Affairs); and “active in …
community…” (Radiography).
Community engagement accomplishments and commitments were a principal qualification in
recent searches for new deans in Arts and Sciences, Visual and Performing Arts, Business,
Engineering, and Helmke Library. Language from the recent engineering dean’s position
description, for example, makes clear that the dean is to “build public and private partnerships
with community leaders, alumni, and regional industries…” Position descriptions for
department chairs also include community engagement as a qualification and a responsibility.
National advertisements for the recently appointed directors of the systems engineering and
wireless centers also clearly focused on building community partnerships as a key responsibility.
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At IPFW, effective service to the university, profession, or public should is given the same
consideration in determining promotion and tenure as effective teaching and research.
Institutional policies are established in Faculty Senate documents and detailed in school/college
and department statements. Tenure is awarded on satisfactory teaching, research, and service;
promotion is granted on the basis of excellence in “one area of endeavor.”
In “Criteria for Promotion and Tenure” (SD 88-25), “a candidate who excels in service” is defined
as one who contributes in one or more of the following areas: institutional service, professional
service to the community, or service to the profession.” For promotion to Professor, excellence
in service equates with teaching or research: “Candidates will be recognized and respected in
state, regional, or national educational and professional circles.” “Promotion and Tenure
Guidelines” (SD 94-3) explains that “IPFW faculty are expected to take an active role in the
campus beyond teaching and research or creative endeavor; they are encouraged to contribute
their expertise to the community, state, and nation and to participate in professional
organizations. If service is the primary basis for promotion, it should represent a unique
achievement of special value to the campus, community, or profession.” The policy also explains
that evidence required “might include self-reports, documents from those served, products of
the service, reports of the results of the service, evaluation reports received with or without
solicitation from disinterested third parties, and requests for continue service from those served.
The evidence should demonstrate both the quantity and quality of the service.” The Office of
Academic Affairs provides “Examples for Documenting and Evaluating Faculty Service” to assist
faculty in presenting community engagement work, listing recommended types of
documentation, and “Quality Indicators” focusing on peer evaluation and impact for
distinguishing excellence.
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✔
Community activities are usually classified under “Service” (“A candidate who excels in service
contributes in one or more of the following areas: Institutional service, professional service to
the community, or service to the profession”). However, “certain service activities may overlap
with activities in the other two areas”. The OAA “Examples” document provides guidance for
cross-referencing with research or teaching if engagement work has a scholarly dimension in
methodology, findings, or disciplinary innovation. Documentation may include peer-reviewed
publications, technical reports, applied research, commissioned evaluations/research, and
curriculum materials or proposals.
While current P&T policies allow for community engagement scholarship, several departments
are revising their documents to tighten definitions and provide more specific examples of
possible evidence. The Department of Political Science and several engineering departments,
for example, have recently revised their P&T criteria to be more explicit about including
engagement scholarship.
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✔
The Office of Student Life oversees over 100 student organizations. In 2009-10, these
organizations held 46 “community service” events such as community food bank drives, Haitian
relief fundraisers, a “Spring Cleaning” clothing drive for the Rescue Mission, an annual non-vocal
social event for the local deaf community, and volunteer Spanish translation services for parent-
teacher conferences at a local elementary school. The BigHeart Club focuses only on community
service projects. Students plan events on their own. Student Life staff provide support when
requested, but students are the major drivers for each event.
Department-based student clubs also hold community-based activities. The Anthropology Club
has a Luncheon Lecture Series and fund-raisers for “Homes for Chile” and for Matthew 25 (free
medical clinic), and the Student American Dental Association sold toothbrushes to raise funds
for Haitian relief. Other community-active department student groups include the History Club,
Educators for Excellence, and Speech and Hearing Club.
Student athletes sponsor a many community activities. The Student Athletic Leadership Team
partners with the local Salvation Army’s “Adopt a Family” program and sponsors an annual
“walk-run” event to raise awareness and scholarship funds in honor of a student-athlete who
died of cancer. Student athletes plan and present of he annual “Pink Out” events at men’s and
women’s basketball games to raise awareness for breast cancer programs.
The Ambassadons (selected student leaders who assist the Chancellor at public events)
sponsored a particularly successful “Got Sole” event, collecting 300+ “gently used” shoes for a
local rescue mission and women’s shelter. The first class of Chapman Scholars (highly selective
academic award given in part for community commitment) volunteered at a local soup kitchen.
Campus Ministries works closely with student members to plan and carry out community
service projects at local social service agencies and through international mission trips.
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Governance responsibility for community engagement is decentralized among various councils
and committees:
The Distance Education Coordinating Council (DECCO) members are involved in online course
delivery, develop operating procedures, fund course development, solve delivery problems,
support experimentation with new technologies and methods, and use “Quality Matters”
standards. The IPFW Senate’s Distance Education and the Academic Computing and
Information Technology Advisory Subcommittees are represented on DECCO.
The Faculty Affairs Committee is composed of faculty and the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs. It regulates P&T policy, including recognition of community engagement work. Its
Professional Development Subcommittee makes recommendations on summer grant funding
($7,000/grant) and sabbaticals, many with community engagement activities.
The Strategic Planning and Review Council —faculty, Senate officers, deans, vice-chancellors,
staff organization representatives, and community members—is responsible for writing,
monitoring, and updating IPFW’s strategic plan. The 2008 plan reiterated the 2001 plan’s
emphasis on IPFW’s community mission and established key “strategic directions” to guide
decisions and actions.
The Community Engagement Council is modeled somewhat on DECCO’s success and will
involve both faculty and staff in overseeing IPFW’s community engagement direction.
The Office of Student Life oversees the Co-Curricular Transcript (CCT) process. CCT entries
include Awards and Scholarships, Community Service, Educational Workshops and Programs,
Leadership Activities, and Student Government and Organizations. Community Service entries
“demonstrate a commitment to civic responsibility. Such considerations include political
awareness, public service, or charitable contributions.” The CCT provides students with a record
of the range of their accomplishments throughout their IPFW career,,a valuable supplement to
the academic transcript when applying for graduate school or employment. Since its
establishment in 2005, 211 IPFW students have created a CCT.
✔
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IPFW has adopted the Bringle/Hatcher definition of service learning as “a credit-bearing,
educational experience in which students participate in an organized service activity that meets
identified community needs and reflect on the service activity in such a way as to gain further
understanding of course content, a broader appreciation of the discipline, and an enhanced
sense of civic responsibility” (from Robert Bringle and Julie Hatcher, 1995).
The Service Learning Faculty Advisory Council created a process for identifying service-learning
courses in the Schedule of Classes. Faculty applied to the council for approval, demonstrating
the criteria concerning (1) the usefulness of the service; (2) the methods of evaluation; (3)
guidance on connecting learning to the service work; and (4) evaluation based on learning
through reflection not just participation.
Lack of participation prompted the new Community Engagement Council to appoint an
academic sub-committee that will periodically review the campus definition and identification
process. Going forward, service learning classes will be flagged in the schedule of classes on a
more consistent basis.
Self-reports taken from the new Community Engagement Database were used to construct the
following frequency information.
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16
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In 2006 the IPFW Faculty Senate adopted the Baccalaureate Framework, an integrated
framework of six foundation learning outcomes for all baccalaureate degree programs at IPFW.
The framework’s vision is that “students who earn a baccalaureate degree at IPFW will be able to
apply their knowledge to the needs of an increasingly diverse, complex, and dynamic world.”
The six foundations are Know, Apply, Think, Value, Lead, and Communicate (see http://new.
ipfw.edu/academics/programs/baccalaureate-framework.html ).
The learning outcomes for a “Sense of Community” (summarized as “Lead”) are demonstration
of “the knowledge and skills necessary to be productive and responsible citizens and leaders in
local, regional, national, and international communities. In so doing, students will demonstrate
a commitment to free and open inquiry and mutual respect across multiple cultures and
perspectives.”
All undergraduate major programs are required to align their specific learning outcomes with
the framework. In keeping with an integrated, holistic concept of the baccalaureate experience,
all Student Affairs offices at IPFW have also aligned their programs to meet framework
competencies. A Framework Steering Committee has been at working to develop an ongoing
training and assessment process.
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School/college level examples: “have the knowledge and awareness enabling them to be
effective citizens and lifelong learners” (Arts & Sciences); “the critical link between the
knowledge shared and its operational experience in NE Indiana and beyond” (Business);
“Becoming more caring, humane, and functional citizens in a global, multicultural, democratic
society, Improving the human condition by creating positive learning
environments” (Education); “develop the skills and capabilities required to adapt and adjust to
the changing needs of the engineering profession and society” (Engineering and Technology);
“addresses the ever-changing health and hospitality needs of the community” (Health & Human
Services).
Individual major examples: “assume a leadership and collaborative role in directing health care
activities” (Nursing); “design, implement, and evaluate community dental health
programs” (Dental Hygiene); “understand professional, ethical and social
responsibilities” (Construction Engineering Technology); “ link methods, theory, and skills-based
training with active student learning and community-based projects” (Civic Education and
Public Advocacy); “formulating and focusing music therapy treatment plans in response to
the…socio-cultural contexts of individuals and groups” (Music Therapy); “become change
agents by demonstrating reflective professional practice” (Secondary Education).
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IPFW degree programs must have an approved assessment plan. Most programs employ a mix
of self- and direct evaluation of student learning in courses, field exams, capstone projects,
community/client evaluation, and post-graduation accomplishments. Specific examples:
Nursing: Clinical skills accomplishments and experiences are tracked using nTrack (an IPFW-
developed web application for recording and analyzing clinical experiences of nursing
students). Student performance is assessed by clinical faculty. Students also complete an
evaluation of each clinical site’s learning environment.
Business: Student learning assessment in “Curricular Connection” courses is carried out through
written evaluations by faculty, client representatives, and students. Students also gain valuable
feedback from clients at an end-of-semester presentation.
Engineering: Students complete a 2-semester senior design project, most involve collaboration
with area industry and culminate in a paper and presentation. The project, paper, and
presentation are evaluated against established rubrics by a faculty committee and the industry
client.
Education: Unit Assessment System (UAS) helps faculty work with the educational community
to assess the performance of candidates in their field placements against national/state
standards. Performance data is entered into the UAS database and reviewed at a yearly faculty
retreat.
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 Assessment information use examples:
Nursing: Each semester faculty review students’ clinical site evaluations and share feedback with
site managers about how to improve the learning environment for students. Faculty review
student performance annually, making decisions about needed changes in class and lab
content to better prepare students for clinical experiences.
Business: MBA faculty teaching the international marketing class, for example, used assessment
information to develop criteria regarding which kinds of firms and projects are the most
appropriate to enhance both student learning and partner benefit. Faculty use assessment
information to teach students how to prepare effective community-based projects.
Engineering: The faculty member who grades senior design projects reviews the assessments
and may make immediate course changes to improve student learning or forward
recommendations for significant curriculum changes to the department. Records of individual
project assessments and curriculum changes are maintained for accreditation review.
Education: During an annual assessment retreat, Education Leadership faculty noted a gap
between cooperating principal and student self-evaluations of their internship experience on
“disposition” measures. Faculty then worked with area principals to develop a mutual
understanding about rubrics for evaluating the leadership dimension.
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Student Research: The School of Business sponsors the “Curriculum Connection” (CC) initiative:
classes in which students study a problem, conduct an analysis, or develop an implementation
plan for a current business situation in operations, distribution, marketing, strategy, or
innovation for a local business. Normally, multiple teams of students work with the host
company executive team to understand the business situation. CC classes culminate in oral and
written reports. CC faculty/students worked with 26 local firms in 2008 and 34 in 2009. More
than 200 students have participated in the program since its inception in 2003.
Student Leadership: Now in its second year, the locally-endowed Chapman Scholars Program
provides full tuition, room, board, and books plus a program of community-based learning
experiences to four high-achieving incoming freshmen. Chapman Scholars are selected partly
on their commitment to community leadership and are actively engaged in challenging
coursework, experiential learning, leadership development, and civic engagement. Scholars are
required to complete a capstone project concerning a community-based issue during their
senior year.
Internships/Co-ops: The Community Engagement Database added information on internship
experiences for 461 students in 2009. IPFW’s Co-op program is also an important community
engagement initiative because IPFW collaborates with co-op employers to align degree
requirements and industry needs, and 75% of the participating students are hired by their local
co-op employers, which directly contributes to regional economic development.
Study Abroad: Since 2003, BUS 490, International Business Studies Program has partnered with
21 regional businesses “to explore market potential in foreign countries.” Six faculty and 140
students have carried out marketing studies in Mexico, France, and China. BUS 490 is supported
by a $500,000 endowment from two local businessmen whose goal was to increase the
international knowledge and experience of future business leaders in the region.
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Graduate Studies: The Marriage and Family Therapy masters program operates the IPFW
Community Counseling Clinic, a primary training site and community service. Nursing graduate
students meet community clinical requirements at community health clinics like the Lafayette
Medical Center site. The Applied Computer Science MS requires a hands-on culminating project.
Community integration in the MBA is illustrated by BUS 490, International Marketing Studies,
the Entrepreneurship Business Plan course sequence, and Community Connection classes.
Capstone: Many undergraduate majors require capstone courses and experiences. All
Engineering and Technology majors must complete a two-semester sequence in which they
design, build, and test a device as part of a team. Many projects are community-based in
keeping with the program’s earning goals related to community engagement and social
responsibility.
First Year Experience: The First Year Council has identified community engagement as a core
goal for all students during their first 30 credits at IPFW, which also aligns with the “Sense of
Community” component of the Baccalaureate Framework. The Council is currently designing an
implementation process.
General Education/Baccalaureate Framework: As noted previously, all undergraduate majors are
in the process of aligning with the Baccalaureate Framework’s of six core competencies. “A
Sense of Community” (abbreviated as “Lead”) refers to leadership and citizenship. Arts and
Science’s 2009 Annual Report stated that of the 30 bachelor’s degrees in the College, 2 were
fully aligned with the BF, 24 were partially aligned, and 4 were not yet aligned.
In the Majors: In addition to the community-classroom examples already cited, Dental Hygiene
operates a free Dental Hygiene Clinic on-campus; students also provide services as part of their
clinical experiences at Matthew 25, Neighborhood Health Clinic, and other community sites.
Nursing students provided patient care and developed training and education projects at
clinical sites in 42 different regional health facilities in 2009.
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Suzanne Kesler Rumsey combines literacy research and service learning in her classes. One
worked with a local association to write a lake community history; another wrote memoirs and
family histories with hospice patients. See Rumsey, “Family History Writing: A Prototype for
Local Service Learning,” Community Works Journal, http://www.communityworksinstitute.org/
cwjonline/articles/srumsey-famhistories/srumsey-famhistories.html.
Bob McCullough publishes with Archaeological Survey students and post-docs through the
NSF-funded field school at Strawtown and other sites. See http://www.ipfw.edu/archsurv/
reports.html
Frank Paladino integrates teaching, research, and service through extensive work with
endangered leatherback turtles in Costa Rica. Profiled on NBC’s Today Show, the Discovery
Channel, and National Geographic, Paladino teaches a field class for high school and IPFW
students in Costa Rica and coordinates the Great Turtle Race (www.greatturtlerace.com)—
largest internet conservation awareness program.
Business faculty have presented on curriculum engagement projects. See Z. Todorovic and K.
Meyer (2008), “Pursuing tenant firm development within university-based incubators,” Midwest
Business Administration Association; Karen Moustafa-Leonard (2009), “The role of service-
learning in business education,” Academy of Management Conference, Chicago.
M. Regina Leffers (Center for the Built Environment) has presented on “green construction”
curricular projects. A class collaborated with members of a regional green building organization
and the Habitat for Humanity over two semesters to design and build a sustainable reside2ce;
Another worked with the Fort Wayne Astronomical Society to design an LEED-specified
observatory.
Education and English faculty have published jointly on their work with K-12 teachers through
IPFW’s Appleseed Writing Project, a federally-funded National Writing Center. See Glenda Moss,
Terry Springer, and Karol Dehr, “Guided Reflection Protocol as Narrative Inquiry and Teacher
Professional Development” (2009), Reflective Practice 9, 497-508.
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Learning Centers: The Warsaw Center serves a thriving biomedical industrial community,
offering 91 courses,to 1,716 students in 2009. DCS operates smaller centers in Kendallville and
Fort Wayne.
Tutoring: Education’s Curriculum Lab supports the Study Connection program—teachers
identify under-performing students who are bused to their tutors’ workplace for homework
help and caring attention. 10-12 students come to the lab for tutoring by IPFW students.
Extension: DCS offers credit courses in many regional locations, including 35 regional high
schools; 48 Allen County K-12 schools; Fort Wayne’s Public Safety Academy, Lafayette Medical
Center, and 28 companies. DCS reported 62,509 credit hours from 13,718 online and 8,004 off-
campus enrollments in 2009.
Non-credit: DCS offers Personal and Professional Development non-credit courses. In 2009, 717
public courses enrolled 8,222; corporate-based courses, 1,511; the Small Business Development
Association, 207; and ACELink (broadband programming resource for area K-12 schools), 8,662.
Evaluation support: Faculty provide program evaluation to regional organizations. One dean,
for example, evaluated a project training community health workers to teach self management
classes to Hispanic/Latino and Black/ African American clients in underserved communities.
Training programs: DCS collaborates with professional associations and academic departments
to offer professional certificate programs—e.g. Project Mgmt, Lean Manufacturing, Pension
Mgmt,and Human Resource Mgmt.
Professional development centers: The local Small Business Association on campus partners
with DCS to advocate small business development through educational offerings. Other
campus professional development centers include the Institute for Pension Plan Management
(provides training and credentialing to local, regional, and national retirement plan and
employee benefits management providers) and Appleseed Writing Program (federally funded
National Writing Project Center offering training in teaching writing to P-12 teachers).
Other: See Section III.
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Co-curricular student service: Student volunteerism is supported through an annual Volunteer
Fair, website listing volunteer opportunities, financial and advisory support for student
organizations’ community events, and Co-Curricular Transcripts.
Work-study placements: In 2009, 37 work-study students were placed in 16 off-campus non-
profit organizations, including arts, social services, youth service, and public safety.
Cutural: Public cultural events are advertised through the IPFW website, the Visual and
Performing Arts dean’s Arts Weekly TV show, newsletters, email, and media releases. The
Omnibus Lectures Series of prominent speakers (e.g. Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, Neil LaBute,
Christopher Buckley)has an average audience of 1000. In addition to theater, music, and art
shows, academic departments offer public programs, like the English Department’s Visiting
Writers Series.
Athletics: All IPFW sporting events are public events. Other outreach efforts include: Mini-Dons
Youth Soccer Program (serves 400+ area youth), rental agreements with the PLEX (indoor sports
arena housed on campus), and annual Soccer Showcase (regional high school and college
exhibition games).
Technology: Partnering with Invent Tomorrow Education Consortium, the IPFW-based ACELINK
provides programs (e.g. virtual field trips) through broadband connections with local K-12
schools, serving over 8,000 students and teachers in 2009.
Library: Helmke Library provides services to the general public. Indiana residents may check out
research items, use research databases in-house, request research consulting services, obtain
items through document delivery services, and access any non-circulating items without
restrictions.
Faculty Consulting: The Experts Database accessible from the home page lists faculty/staff
available for consulting services. The Community Engagement Database lists funded and
unfunded local faculty consulting projects, e.g. a local wetlands analysis, forensic analysis for
the coroner’s office, and website design for the NE Indiana Defense Industry Association.
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✔
IPFW works at being a good community partner. The attached Partnership Grid lists joint
collaborations to address important community challenges.
The Northeast Indiana Innovation Center (NIIC) partnership, for example, facilitates
collaborations between technology-start-ups and faculty and students to solve technical and
business problems. The new companies gain needed assistance, faculty expand their research
and scholarship, and students gain from an exceptional learning experience. Like NIIC, the
business school’s Curriculum Connection courses contribute to regional economic
development by improving the effectiveness of local businesses while providing education and
training to students and future employees and research opportunities for faculty. The
Sweetwater, Wireless Technology, and Center for the Built Environment partnerships expand
regional professional training opportunities in high demand areas. The Philharmonic and
Companies-in-Residence partnerships support regional cultural resources. Collaborations with
Parkview Hospitals to increase the quality and number of health care professionals or with the
Health Care Disparities Network and the Lafayette Medical Clinic to expand health services and
education to underserved populations provide similar mutual investment and benefit.
Several partnerships address important education challenges: the LEAD project to transform
P-12 leadership on behalf of student learning, the NI-STEM consortium to expand science-
technology-engineering-math educational and career opportunities for area youth, and the
Strawtown and History Center collaborations to expand public awareness and knowledge of
regional cultural heritage and history. In each case, partners contribute and benefit, with IPFW
often providing facilities, operational services, and expertise and the partner providing access,
primary materials, and its expertise and support. The IPFW faculty member who directs NI-STEM
and the Director of the Office of Engagement, for example, are housed at a primary partner’s
facilities to enhance interaction and reciprocity.
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IPFW’s community partnerships employ multiple mechanisms for assuring feedback and
assessment to community partners. Each partnership has a director or project leader
responsible for assessing and reporting progress to community and institutional partners.
Mechanisms include regular meetings and performance reports to formal governing boards (as
for NI-STEM, NIIC, Eliminating Health Disparities, and LEAD), joint community-faculty-student
assessments in presentations and written reports of community-based projects (as for NIIC,
Curriculum Connection, DePuy, and the Center for the Built Environment), and formal written
performance or annual reports (as for grant-funded programs at the Lafayette Medical Clinic,
Strawtown dig, History Center projects, and NI-STEM). More informal mechanisms include the
ongoing and frequent interactions of partner members around joint projects (such as the
History Center, Leadership Fort Wayne, Sweetwater, Companies-in-Residence, the LEAD
program evaluation, and Strawtown during the dig season).
Feedback and assessments are used for program and operational assessment, improvement,
and planning. Examples include moving the NI-STEM director to Science Central (a local science
education center) to enhance partner access, revisions in project criteria for Community
Connection projects, adding work space for students at NIIC, expanding health services at the
Lafayette Medical Clinic, hiring student employees to process History Center projects,
developing more streamlined grant-writing process for green construction collaborations, and
innovative agreements to share employees as in the Philharmonic and Sweetwater
partnerships.
In some partnerships IPFW plays a leadership role (e.g. NISTEM and the Wireless Technology
Center). In most, however, IPFW is a peer (e.g. NIIC, Strawtown, LEAD, Built Environment, Health
Disparties, Philharmonic, and Sweetwater) sharing resources and information to develop
regional “intellectual, cultural, economic, and human resources” (IPFW Mission Statement).
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Education dean Barry Kanpol completed “Structures of Leadership in Fort Wayne Community
Schools: Flying in the Right Direction“ a 5-year study on the impact of a foundation’s LEAD grant
to the Fort Wayne Community Schools. The Scholar-Practitioner Center publishes a biannual
journal of faculty-teacher co-authored articles on theoretical, practical, and/or applied
discussions and research. E.g., Jeff Nowak, Joe Nichols, (IPFW faculty) and Doug Coutts (local
teacher) (2009). “The Impact of full-day vs. half-day kindergarten on student achievement of low
socioeconomic status minority children.” scholarlypartnershipsedu, 4(1), 34-47.
John Stafford (Director, Community Research Institute) publishes technical reports on regional
public finance issues and on economic and social indicators. See reports at www.ipfw.edu/cri .
The CRI recently celebrated 25 years of service linking NE Indiana with IPFW resources.
The Center for Reptile and Amphibian Conservation and Management (Herp Center) provides
outreach activities and support for regional projects in herpetology, land management, and
related areas. Activities include presentations, conferences, web pages and publications on
endangered and other native species, habitat management guidelines, brochures, and school
visits. See http://herpcenter.ipfw.edu/Index.htm for access to handbooks, publications, and
more..
The Human Rights Institute sponsors an annual international conference on human rights at
IPFW. (free and open to the public). Purdue University Press published the conference
proceedings. Human Rights Ethics: A Rational Approach in 2008 and proceedings from
subsequent conferences on Guantanamo Bay, Children’s Rights, and World Poverty are available
at http://www.ipfw.edu/hri/index.html .
As part of ongoing efforts to make primary archaeological information and data available to
professionals and the interested public, the Archaeological Survey maintains an extensive
online library of PDF versions of its reports for public dissemination (http://www.ipfw.edu/
archsurv/reports.html) .
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Outreach Programs (II. B.1.)
-IPFW invites the community to campus for unique learning and recreational activities. The 2004
Mastodons-on-Parade public art project, for example, produced 102 publicly sponsored 6-feet-
high decorative mastodon statues scattered across Fort Wayne in celebration of IPFW’s 40th
anniversary. The event culminated in an auction of both large and small mastodon figures that
raised more than $200,000 for the local United Way.
-The Spring 2009 Remnant Trust project, sponsored by IPFW and six local organizations,
featured a public exhibit of rare and historically important books and documents (such as
original copies of the Declaration of Independence and the Magna Carta) accompanied by a
conference, lectures, performances, and K-12 learning modules (see http://remnanttrust.ipfw.
edu).
-In June 2010, Riverfest brought more than 10,000 to campus for concerts and events along
IPFW’s St. Joe River shoreline.
-In partnership with local businesses, IPFW also sponsors an annual 4th of July Fireworks display
on campus and is an annual participant in the local Three Rivers Festival parade and festivities.
- Outreach programs designed to expand educational opportunities and encourage college
attendance among area youth include Lego League, Future Cities, Bridge-Building, the Regional
Science and Engineering Fair, and Canstruction coordinated by the College of Engineering’s
K-12 Outreach Office, and Lunch with a Scientist at Science Central.
-IPFW-sponsored youth camps include the Math/Science Summer Camp, the VEX Robotics
campus, the ACT Adventures in Computing camp, Youth and Kids Writing campus, Community
Arts Academy summer classes, Upward Bound, and 21st Century (Indiana’s college incentive
scholarship program), and Summer Bridge (designed to prepare at-risk students for college).
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 As a result of the process of building the Community Engagement Database and preparing this
application, the new Community Engagement Council has an action agenda of strategies for
improving operations and impact of IPFW’s many community engagement activities. A more
aggressive marketing effort to inform the community about IPFW resources, for example, was
suggested in the Self-Study Community Survey.
Faculty-related tasks include working with the Senate to revise P&T policies to be more explicit
about documentation and standards for community engagement scholarship. HERI results also
indicate the need for more support and recognition of faculty involved in community-based
learning.
Curricular items include finalizing criteria for the designation and assessment of service-learning
courses, a more systematic campus-wide collection of information about student and
community assessment of community-based learning experiences, and efforts to increase the
number of students taking these courses.
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✔
Questions on community perception, tracking and assessment of community engagement
activities, and the uses of such information are similar enough that it is hard to avoid repetition.
Print Form
Thank you! Please remember to save and print this application for your records.
